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1 . 1 Purpose
The purpose of this reoort is to analyze the concept of
privatization and provide the basic steps to understanding how a
privatization contract works. With the information provided by this
report, one should be able to determine whether this method of
contracting is applicable to his needs or the needs of his
municipality. It is intended that this will be the first of a series
of reports written at the University of Florida giving a detailed
review of all aspects of privatization. The goal of this series of
reports is to develop a graduate level managsment/contracting/public
works operations course. of two or three credit hours focusing on
pri vati zat ion
.
It is hoped that this report might stimulate further interest in
the subject of privatization among students, contractors, and Dublic
administrators. In this time of huge government deficits, high
interest rates, and uncertain financial forecasts, privatization may
provide one method for the provision of public caoital growth and
supply of services. This report will review the possibilities and
potential of privatization for use by public agencies.
1 . 2 Scope
This reoort is intenaed to be an overview 01' the concept of
privatization. The reader is assumed to have a general understanding
of construction management, including construction contracts, contract
administration, and engineering economics. This report presents
topics in a general nature so tnat engineering students, engineers,
contactors, business administrators, and government officials can all
understand the points contained. It is important that the reader
realize that privatization can come in an almost endless variety of
forms and that this report will present just a few of these.
Chanter II is a presentation of the condition of the United
States' decaying public works infrastructure including a description
of deteriorating facilities, overloaded and strained facilities, and
declining investment available for growth, rehabilitation, and repair.
Chapter III introduces various solutions for financing needed growth,
rehabilitation, ana repair of America's infrastructure. Discussed are
financing alternatives, alternative methods of providing services, and
advantages and disadvantages of privatization. In chapter IV, the
privatization method is outlined. Included are the Arthur Young
method of implefnentat ,'on of privatization, a description or various
privatization options, checks and balances required, an overview of
the privatization request for proposals, and finally a presentation of
the approaches used by several leading corporations and a major
underwriter of privatization contracts. Chapter V is an assessment of
the risks associated with privatization projects. This chapter
reviews the risk factors and elements, the considerations concerning
-W—-y^TJ ' ff«
risk management, risk allocation for both capital co^ts and operation
and maintenance costs, ana risk sharing on privatization projects.
Chapter VI is a detailed analysis of the McKay 3ay Refuse-to-Ener
Project in Tamoa, Florida, a privatization project by waste
Management, Inc. This analysis covers the project scope, background
information, description of the facility, design and construction
contract, operation and maintenance contract, risk assessment, cost
escalation, and division of responsibilities. Chapter VII presents
conclusions and recommendations.
In conjunction with this report a survey of 73 of the top 400
contractors as designated by Engineering ''Jews-Record was conducted to
determine the extent privatization is used by those corporations. The
results of the survey are documented in Apoenaix A and the information
gained is used throughout the report.
1.3 Privatization Defi ned
Privatization is the concept of construction contracting whereby
traditionally public provided services are provided by the private
sector under contract to a public agency. Financing, or the
arrangement of financing, design, construction, and operation and
maintenance of tie facility that provides the service may all be
performed by the private corporation which contracts with the puDlic
entity. Monitor irg is performed throughout the life of the contract
by the public. Sufficient safeguards are included in the contract to
protect the interests of both parties; mainly, the service provided to
the public and the profit received by the private corporation.'
Financing may be accomplished by the public entity using traditior il
I I 1 I I I I ' I ' ' I I
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methods, by the private corporation itself, by a third party
underwriter arranged by the private corporation, or by a combination
of these.
The purpose of privatization is to provide tne public sector with
a solution for providing needed infrastructure facilities and services
when they are financially unable to fund their acquisition or
upgrading or to provide the service. The financing alternatives of
privatization are the heart of the concept. Decreases in federal and
state-funded programs have shifted financing responsibility back to
the communities, wnich must often decide whether to proceed or cancel
projects due to lack of funds. Privatization provides another
alternative to these communities. Private sector funds are used and
the project can proceed. The process is "driven" by the federal tax
breaks given to the private sector. In reality, therefore, it is
subsidized by all tax payers. As this report will show, all parties
benefit, the public sector receiving its needed facility and service,











2 . 1 Decaying Infrastructure
America's public works infrastructure is wearing out faster than
it is being replaced. This rapidly deteriorat ing condition is fast
becoming a barrier to continued economical growth and the well being of
the public in cities and counties across the United States. These
deteriorated public facilities threaten the very life of our
communities, threaten the continuation of basic services such as fi r e
protection, public transportation, water supplies, sewerage processing,
secure prisons, and flood protection, and inhibit growth. Because of
tight budgets and inflation, the maintenance of our national, state,
county, and local facilities is often deferred. Replacement and
rehabilitation of old systems is often cancelled or postponed. New
construction is often delayed, phased, or cancelled due to these
financial constraints.
The exact condition of today's public works infrastructure is not
documented on a national scale, but some localized studies have exposed
alarming statistics.
*The 42,500-mile Interstate Highway System is deteriorating at a
rate requiring reconstruction of over 2,000 miles per year.
3ecause of inadequate funding and maintenance during the 1970s,
over 8,00C miles of this road system and 13% of its bridges are
now beyond their designed service life and have an immediate need
13
r.o De rebuilt. This road system, whicn carries 20% of all
highway traffic, could severely affect the nation if further
deterioration is allowed to continue (11*2,3).
*0ne of e\/ery five bridges in the United States requires either
rehabilitation or reconstruction. The Department of
Transportation estimated in 1981 that the cost to accomplish this
task could equal $33 billion, but only SI. 3 billio was allocated
to bridge repair in that year (13-43).
''The nation's municipal water supply will continue to face heavy
demands throughout the 1980s. The 756 urban areas with
populations over 50,000 will require between S75 billion and
$110 billion to maintain their water systems over the next 20
years. Almost one-fifth of these communities will face
investment shortages, even if present water rates are doubled to
produce capital for investment. At least S10-S13 billio. i beyond
tnat generated by user changes will oe required (36-40).
*0ver S25 billion in government funds will be required during the
next five years to meet existing ater pollution control
standards (35-vi i )
.
*0ver $40 billion must be invested in New York City alone over the
next nine years to repair, service, and rebuild basic public
works facilities that include: 1,000 bridges, 2 aquaducts,
1 large water tunnel, several reservoirs, 6,200 miles of paved
roads, 6,000 miles of sewers, 6,000 miles of water lines, 6,700
subway cars, 4,500 buses, 25,000 acres of par<s, 17 hospitals, 19
city university campuses, 950 schools, 200 libraries, and
hundreds of fire houses and po : ice stations. Because or fiscal
7cond it ions, "iew i r!> I inv nly about SI. d t
/ear to repair or rebuild these services [13-42).
^Cleveland's public works requires Si billion now to r e r j i 1 d its
basic services. S250 to S500 million is needed to replace 2nd
renovate the public-owned water system, 5150 -'ill ion to repair
the city's bridges, and over $340 million spent for flood control
facilities. In addition, Cleveland must rebuild o r resurface 30%
of its streets, now in a state of advanced deterioration, and
reconstruct the sewer collection system, which often floods
commercial and residential buildings (21-52).
"'Even financially healthy cities face trouble ahead. In Dallas,
the next nine years will require a S700 million investment in
water ana sewerage treatment systems, tfore than S 1 09 million
must be generated to repaid deteriorated city streets (39-40).
*Q^er one-half of the United States' 3,500 jails are over 30 yea^s
OiC, r, . , c 3 s i. j. , jww , and \,<aj uc as iiianjf 3S j,^uvj Oi i.neSe
facilities, will need rebuilding or rehabilitation in the next
ten years (23).
*A large number of the 43,500 darns in this country require
immediate attention to reduce hazardous de f iciencies. The funds
even to inspect these facilities have bee n difficult to obtain
(37-25).
The examples presented are not isolated instances but instead are
representative of the declining condition of the United States'
infrastructure. Thus far, puolic government has been unable to meet
the growing demands of society uoon the public works. The challenge
.1. .- .. . . .. .-.-•--..- .-
today is to find ways to finance the needed repairs, renovations, anc
new construction needed to meet an ever-increasing demand.
2.2 S t r a i ned F ac i 1 i t i es
A large number of communities' basic public works facilities,
their roads, streets, water systems, and sewerage treatment plants are
too small, too old, obsolete, or in poor repair, One rule of thumb is
when a wastewater system is operating at 80% of capacity, the community
will not be able to add additional industrial load. The operating
ratio for water treatment indicates full capacity at 70%. A Department
of Commerce survey of 6,870 communities' wastewater treatment caoacity
reported that 3,133 (46%) of the systems were operating at 80% of
capacity or higher. The same survey indicated that 1,8^4 of 5,622
places have water treatment systems operating a: 70% or greater
capacity. See Table 2-1 (9-22,23). Public facilities such as
transportation, solid waste, toxic waste disposal, water, ana power are
essential to priva.e sector investment. Reports indicate that at least
one-half and probably two-thirds of the nation's communities are unable
to support additional modern development until major new investments
are made in their basic facilities (9-17).
2. 3 Peel ining Investment
The value of the United States' stock of public works has not been
growing. The net value of federal public works investments has
actually declined during the period 1969 to the present. While the
value of state and local investments in public facilities increased
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Despite the evidence of deterioration in communities around tha
nation, public works investments, measured in constant dollars, fell
from S33.6 billion in 1965 to less than $31 billion m 19 77 -- a 21%
decline. On a per capita basis, public works investments in constant
dollars dropped from S19S per person in 1955 to $1^0 in 1977— a 29%
decline. VJ hen measured against the value of the Gross National
Product, public works investments declined from 4.1% in 1965 to 2.3% in
19 77 -- a 44% decline. See Table 2-2 (9-8). While government
expenditures have significantly increased during this same period,
investment in public facilities has declined (9-8).
There are different reasons for such a decline. The decrease in
the birth rate and the maturation of the baby boom generation have
reduced the need for some facilities. The major reason, though,
apDears to be a movement to cut government spending for puolic
facilities, including new construction, repair, rehabilitation, and
maintenance, at all levels of government in order to balance budgets,
nold down the rate of growth, and finance a growing amount of social
services. These approaches may meet short-term "oon-_ but have a
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CHAPTER III
FINANCING PUBLIC WORKS FOR THE FUTURE
3 . 1 Ribui "Idinq Ame r ica ' s Pub 1, i c works
As the 1980s reach tne midpoint, competition Tor the financial
capital available in the United States has become intense. As the
nation emerges from tne recent recession tne private sector will
require substantial investment to regain the market eJge, both at home
and abroad. The retooling and modernization of our basic industries
has begun in earnest. General Motors alone is now engaged in a
five-year re-tooling effort tnat will cost well over S40 billion
(9-30). The high technology f i el as are growing and will araw much of
the available talent and money. As this paper has discussed, though,
now is the time that the nation's public work imrastructura must be
renovated ana upgraded.
The scope of the needed work for public facilities is difficult
to determine. Presently, no national prioritization of projects, no
inventory and condition of the existing facilities, "ana no estimates
of repair are available. It is clear that all needed projects cannot
be funded. Too many puDlic and private demands for capital exist
(1-30).
The allocation of the available investment capital between public
ana private uses is one of the challenges of the upcoming years. The
traditional method of government acquisition of capital has been
16
17
through the u:>e of its revenue income, taxing, and borrowing powers.
Tnis will probably not be enough. Better usjs of existing financing
metnods and new approaches to the long-term financing of capital
improvement will have to be attempted. Priorities of the local,
state, and national levels for puolic works improvements must be
considered. The inefficiencies and fraud that tend to waste public
works money must be eliminated or reduced. The budget process must be
disciplined and Dlanned well into the future. Finally, a clear
definition of what government agency, private corporation, or other
party is responsible for which public facility must be made. Tnis is
especially imoortant wnen the grey area involves two or more
government agencies (26-31, 32).
The problem is real, the challenge has been given, the time is
now. Actions are needed now if the rebuilding of America is to become
a real i ty .
3. 2 F inancing Alternatives
The potential financing alternatives for pudic works capital
improvements include tax-based f ederal, state and local funding, debt
financing, user charges, ana privatization. Substantial increases in
taxes to finance Dublic works projects may hinder orivate sector
investment in an area. Using tax revenues without raising taxes would
reqjire reductions in other areas. Tax revenue use for capital
improvement ta<es long-range planning to ensure that routine
expenditures for services, maintenance, and daily expenses are not
affected (2S-34).
Debt financing, or the use of bonds to finance capital
improvements, is an increasingly troubled method. Many municipalities
are being forced out of the bond market because of the current high
ii" ' u i'; » "
.
' J ' ' ' -
i:
interest rates ana the expanded use of industrial revenue Donas.
Small communities are f inaing that small bond issues have such hign
transaction costs, such as law fees, underwriting expenses, and
printing, that they are effectively exciudea from the market.
User charges are another traditional metnod of financing many
public works services, and money from this source can be designated
for capital improvement, renovation, or repair. User fees are
directly related to the consumer and product. In many communities,
user fees do not reflect the true cost of the service bjt are
subsidized out of other funds. The raising of user fees is often
difficult and traumatic to a community. Often special income
adjustments are needed for the elderly and the poor.
The primary and final method of financing considered here is
privatization, or private operation of traditionally puolic sector
provided services and facilities. As defined privatization is the
concept in which financing, construction and operation of public
services ana facilities that are traditionally provided ana funded by
government ere shifted to the private sector.
The remainder cf this report will expand the privatization
concent, giving advantages and disadvantages of privatization,
developing the privatization procedure and methods, looking at various
approaches of several major corporations, analyzing the risk factor of
privatization contracts, explaining the requireu contract
administration for privatization projects and finally taking an
indepth look at the McKay Bay Ref use-to-Energy Project at Tampa,
F lori da.
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3.3 .-s i tern a: i ve ways to ;-roviac- service s
In the provision of services, three distinct entities must first
be defined :,^f^re alternatives can be discussed. First, tne service
consume*" is the party who di r ectly obtains or receives tne service.
This party is also often called the user or customer. Second, the
service producer is the agent that actually and directly performs the
worK or delivers the service to the consumer. A producer can be a
governmental unit or agency, an association of customers, a private
corporation, a nonprofit agency, or even the consumer himself.
Finally, the service arranger is the agent who assigns the producer to
the consumer. Most often the arranger is a governmental agency. The
arranger's responsibilities include the authority to levy taxes,
assessments, or user charges; the establishment of procedures to
select the proper service, including level of service ana cost; and
the monitoring of services provided (23-56, 57).
The alternative arrangements to deliver services follow:
^Government service is the delivery of services by a
government agency by its own employees. The community or
public agency acts both as the arrange^ ana producer
*An intergovernmental agreement allows a community or other
public agency to pay or hire another government unit to
supply a service. In Gainesville, Florida, fire protection
and library services are provided to sections of the
surrounding county by such an arrangement (23-53).
"^Contracting or purchasing are two other alternatives i or
the procurement of neeaed services. Contracts can be made
with other governmental agencies, private corporations, or




nonprofit organizations for the delivery of gooas ana
services. A survey conaucted of 2,375 cities that contract
with private, profit-making firms showed an extremely
diverse list of services availaole by contract from private
firms. Table 3-1 lists 66 services which are an indication
of the variety of services that can be contracted to
private corporations (28-60).
TABLE 3-1. THE NUMBER OF CITIES USING PRIVATE FIRMS TO SUPPLY
MUNICIPAL SERVICES UNDER CONTRACT
Service Number of Cities
Contracting With
Pri vate F irms






Sol id Waste Disposal 143





Water DistriDution System 67
Payroll 65
Street Construction and Maintenance 63
Hospitals 57











Management Service for Publicly Owned Transit 18
Electrical and Plumbing Inspection 17
Libraries 17
Zoning and Subdivision Control 16























All Public Health Services
juvenile Delinquency Program
Licensing
Soi 1 Conservat i on
















Franchising is another means of providing services. The
community or public agency awards a monopoly to a private
corporation to supply a particular service which is usually
regulatea by the community or public agency. As in the
contract service, the government is the arranger and
generally a private corporation the proaucer. The main
difference is that the government pays the private
corporation for contract service while the consumer pays
for franchise services. Common franchises include
telephone service ana cable television (23-65).
Grants are a subsidy given by the public agency to the
producer, either by direct grants of money or tax-exempt
status. The grant in effect reduces the cost of the
service to the consumer who purchases the subsidized
service from ihe producer. Universities, health
facilities, cultural institutes, milk, and othe r f arm
products are some examples of grants (28-67).
The voucher system subsidizes the consumer and allows him
to exercise his option in the marketplace. Food stamps and
rent vouchers are examples of this system. The producer is
a private corporation ana both the government and the
consumer pay the producer (2S-6S).
In the market system, the consumer arranges for service and
selects and pays the Drivate corporation producer.
Although the community cr public agency may establish
standards, it is usually not otherwise involved (28-70).
Voluntary service provides service needs in many
communities across the nation. The volunteers or voluntary
association arranges and produces the needed service.
Volunteer fire departments constitute more than 90 percent
of all fire departments in the United States (28-70).
Finally, self-service is a means of obtaining a service.
The consumer alone or his family arranges ana proviaes the
needed service (28-70).
23
Tne different alternatives for providing services are sutrmar
in Taole 3-2 Ihowing the arranger, the producer and the payer in eacn
alternative (23-73). Privatization, where a private corporation
procuces a service for tne community or public agency, can be found in
several of the arrangements shown.
TABLE 3-2. INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR PROVIDING PUBLIC SERVICES









































3. 4 Advantages of Privatization
The advantages of privatization draw upon the private sector's
involvement in financing, design, construction, ownership, and
operation of facilities. The benefits of financing and ownership
enable a taxpaying corporation to be eligible for various tax benefits
These benefits, which must be considered on a site by site basis,
include investment and energy tax credits, aeductibi 1 i ty of interest,
and accelerated depreciation.
Tax benefits which the private sector is capable of using
include the following:
* Investment tax credit - 10 percent of el i g i b 1 e project cost
* Depreciation of macninery and equipment over five years
24
* Depreci at "i on of structural components over 1 5 years
* Deductibility of interest expense
Privatization may provide as much as 100 percent funding for
project construction costs, thereby preserving local aeot capacity for
otner essential purposes. The federal grant program, in contrast,
provides a percentage of funding for eligible costs only, and eligible
costs are typically determined at the time a project is placed on a
state priority list, not when construction costs are actually incurred,
This time delay may significantly raise the local share. Often
privatization transactions can be structured so that industrial
development bonds for water, wastewater and waste-to-energy projects
are given preferential treatment (14-1). The use of these bonds
provides the private sector firm with an interest rate lower than it
could obtain otherwise.
Another advantage for both the public agency and the private
participant is associated with the design anc construction of tne
facility. Unlike the federal grant programs with their often
excessive requirements, privatization allows flexibility because
federal and state regulatory involvement is minimized and certain
public procurement regulations avoided. Some reports indicate that
savings due to these factors may often exceed 2U percent of tne
estimated project cost (14-1). Another report states that savings due
to the minimized federal and state regulatory involvement may exceed
30 percent of the estimated project cost. This second report oy
Arthur Young and Company indicates that the combined savings of
construction costs and tax benefits could result in project cost
25
reductions of approximately 4C to 50 percent as compared *ith a
publicly funded and publicly owned project (18-51).
Operation by the private sector may also lower costs and proviae
additional .-^nefits. In many cases the private sector can operate
facilities more efficiently than public agencies. Some communities
have found it difficult to pay wage scales and career growth
opportunities necessary to attract and retain highly technical and
well-trained operators. Private sector corporations can often hire
non-union employees where communities cannot. The less bureaucratic
private sector can utilize greater flexibility in providing worker-
incentives. In addition, the private sector can exDerience
significant economies of scale in the operation of multiple facilities
Factors include:
^Ability to share licensed operators among multiple plants.
'Ability to centralize or consolidate common services such
as preventive maintenance, accounting and administration,
laboratory services, and spare parts.
'Ability to bulk order chemical supplies and otner essential
common commodities.
*Profit incentive for cost efficient operations and search
for revenue generating capaoility o r~ treatment plant
resources in addition to local user fees (14-1).
'Specialized skills that are necessary but used
infrequently, can be snared by the various privatization
projects of the parent private corporation, resulting in
Detter service at reduced costs (12-94).
25
Privatization can be more efficient because it harnesses
competitive forces and brings the pressure of the market place into
the provision of services. It allows flexibility in adjusting the
size of a program up or down in response to changing demand ana
changing availability of funds. It nrovides a quicker response to new
needs, new technology, and new ideas. It often provides better
trained, more efficient, more experienced management, free of
community politics ana pressures, to the facility. The result is a
steady supply of the required services without the vacilation of
local, state, or federal government (28-90).
Operation of services by the private sector limits the size of
government. While this is most oovious in the size of the workforce
for the community, the lessening of the political influence into the
provision of services is also diminished. Tne result may *ell be a
better, steady provision of services and a more efficient, less
distracted local government, free to give its attention to other
political and sol i a 1 matters.
3. 5 Disadvantages of Privatization
Tne disadvantages of privatization can often be eliminated by the
appropriate contract classes at some cost to the community or public
agency. During the decision making process, tne community must decide
which risks it will assume and which it will eliminate ana work with
the private corporation to achieve the desired contract. The
disadvantages ana possible risks of privatization follow.
A privatization project may cost more. Because tne community or
puolic agency must ultimately bear the cost of contract
administration, monitoring costs, profits anc fees of tne private
27
oarticipant as w«11 as -he cos: of construct-! on , financing, an
operation and maintenance of the facility, it is Sometimes argued that
privatization can cost more than municipal delivery of services.
A privatization contract may result in poorer service for the
community. It may be argued that since a private corporation's
objective is to maximize profit, there is little incentive to maintain
service, perform maintenance, or replace outdated or obsolete
equipment. This can be overcome by a vigorous monitoring ana
inspection policy by the community or public agency during both the
construction and operation phases of the contract.
Privatization contracts, like contracting of all types by a
governmental agency, may increase the chance for corruption. As a
community contracts more and more of its services, the possibility for
conflict of interest, bribery, kickbacks, and payoffs oecome real
problems. The best insurance against this type of corruption is open
com no t i t i ve b i dd i n " 2 n d t i oht 1 v wr i 1
1
D n ^n d c 1 o s ° 1 y monitored
contracts. Independent auditing of the private corporation's boo<s
for the privatization contract will -.nsure a 1 ! funas paid are indeed
for the project (12-95).
Trie possibility exists that a privatization project may fail to
provide services throughout the life of the project. Corporations
fail o v " curtail operations, either because of bankruptcy or other
reasons. While a performance bond can help ensure that the
construction pnase will be completed, the best way to ensure that the
entire privatization contract will be performed is to ensure during
the /end r procurement pnase that accurate detailed information is
obtained on pcssiole bidders. Thi^ information might include such
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items as tne private corporation's financial resources, past record on
privatization and other contracts, status of contracts on hand, names
ana experience of principal individuals i,i the corporations'
organization, and experience in construction, and operation and
maintenance projects (12-96).
<\ privatization contract displaces public employees and draws
opposition from municipal unions. Privatization has been slow to
develop in heavily unionized areas of the country. Employee problems
are less likely to occur when privatization contracts are used for new
or expanded facilities ana services. In some instances, the private
corporation may hire those displaced or renegotiate union contracts
(22). In other situations, union agreements with communities prohibit
contracting services in which their employees work. In any case, the
community must, early in the planning phase, discuss with employees
involved the privatization concept ana their potential future in the
contract (12-97).
A privatization contract may present difficulties to communities
or public agencies inexperienced in this type of contract. This
problem, including drawing up an adequate contract, construction
management, and monitoring and enforcement of contract requirements,
may necessitate the hiring of a consultant or consulting firm to
assist with the planning, project management, ana contract enforcement
Privatization may nullify the principle of merit employment of a
community, bypass programs regarding veteran's preference in
government employment, bypass equal opportunity legislation and hiring
of handicapped persons. In doing this it may demoralize tne remaining
community's workforce. Privatization deprives the public workforce of
?Q
skills that may be needed in the future and car ! -efore oe a
deD ; litation of public government capability. Fhe community must
weigh this risk and others during the analysis process before
committing itself to the privatization option (28-91).
The privatization of public services can limit the flexibility of
the community or public agency in responding to emergencies. It can
foster an undpsirable dependence on contractors and leave the public
vulnerable to strikes and slowdowns by contractor personnel. As tne
private participant becomes more established in the community, the
provision of services may lead to an increased political power by the
private corporation to the loss of the puDlic agency or community
(28-91).
A privatization contract may fail to guarantee adequate
competition in certain areas. Privatization is still a relatively new
concept and tne resulting absence of effective competition in this
field can Grive up costs and lower the quality of the service provided.
As time passes, this problem will correct itself but for the present
the community or public agency must be aware of this ris< element.
CHAPTER IV
PR I VAT I ZAT I Ori METHODS
4. 1 The Arthur Young Methodology
For privatization to work best, it must be closely monitored and
inspected from the conceptual stage through implementation. To
assist local and state public agencies and governments in evaluating
and implementat i ng privatization, a consulting service methodology
has been developed by the Arthur Young end Company, a member of
Arthur Young International. Arthur Young is an organization that
provides audit, tax, ana management consulting services. Arthur
Young often contracts with communities and public agencies to assist
in the management of their privatization contracts. Their
methodology involves working with the community's engineering, legal,
and financial advisors and drawing upon existing studies and insights
of the current local situation. Starting with an evaluation of needs
and the technologies available to satisfy them, the potential market
of qualified private organizations is identified for evaluation by
the community. Laws and statutes affecting privatization are
reviewed as are the related regulatory requirements, community
impact, and financing approaches (15-337).
The Arthur Young methodology is made up of four processes. As
shown in Figure 4-1 these processes include the analysis process, the
30
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1decision making process, the vendor procurement process, and the
implementation process (20-9).
Tne analysis process has seven key areas. The first area of the
process is a determination of the community's nee's ana is followed
by area two, a determination of the technologies tt, ^eet those needs.
The third and fourth areas are associated with the business
opportunity of privatization. The market survey, area three, is
utilized to develop a list of potential qualified private sector
corporations for privatization. In area four, secondary impact
evaluations include an evaluation of possible project revenue, and
any other positive or negative aspects of privatization. The fifth
area, the financial alternatives survey, then comoares conventional
financing for the project, such as general obligation and revenue
Donas and grant funding, to the different types of privatization
options. Paragraph 4.2 presents the most common privatization
options used today. The remaining two steps are institutional
'"actors ana regulatory interfaces (14-1, 2).
Tne second process, the decision making process, fellows once
the feasibility of privatizing a project has been estaoi l shea.
During this process alternatives are developed ana the alternative
best meeting the needs of that community is chosen. Plans are then
made to implement the alternative chosen. During this process the
community should establish a system of cnecks ana Dalances covering
all phases of the privatization oroject (14-3). This is covered in
paragraDh 4.3.
The thira process, the vendor procurement process, may be either
negotiated or competitive. Here the community or public agency may
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negotiate a privatization contract with a specific private sector
corporation or- issue a request for qualifications or a request for
proposals. The public can then cnoose among the several responding
corporations (14-3).
The final process, the implementation process, includes the
design, construction, ana operation phases. A system to oversee this
implementation must be developed to ensure compliance with contract
clauses (14-4).
4. 2 Privatization Options
The economic benefits of privatization depend closely on the
structure of the transaction between the government agency and the
private participant. There are numerous options available for this
privatization transaction ana while variations are sure to exist,
only the primary basic models will be described. When choosing which
option it will use, the community or government agency must first
determine its financial position, the consumer's needs ana financial
position, ana the climate available at the locality for private
investment. All three must be analyzed in detail to determine which
option is best for the individual community. The options are as
fol lows :
*Sale/Lease Back. As Figure 4-2 shows, in this option the
community or government agency designs and builds the
facility and enters into a traditional sale/lease back
contract with a private corporation or limited partnership
The public organization sells the facility to the private
participant and leases it back from that private
participant. The user's interrelationship remains with
34
the public agency. The private participant receives tne
depreciation tax benefits, the agreed compensation for us^.
of the facility, and retains rights of inspection. The
public agency has the right to free use of the property
free from interference by uhe private landlord as long as
the user does not violate the law or a provision of the
lease. While taxes and assessments are normally paid by
the landlord, this could be shiftea to the public agency
as tenant as part of the lease agreement if desired
(33-210).
Sale With Operating Contract. Figure 4-3 shows the
privatization option which is similar to the sale/lease
back but with private involvement in the operation of the
facility. The private sector participant thus becomes
eligible for all tax benefits, including the investment
tax credit. The lower costs resulting could then be
pessed to the users through lower fees. In this option
tne community or public agency designs and constructs the
facility ana enters into a sale/lease back contract with
the private participant.. The user receives the needed
service from the private participant as operator and
provides user fees to the public agency which in turn pays
a service fee to the private participant.
*Turn-key or Full Service Agreement. As shown in
Figure 4-4, the ful 1 service or turn-key approach is the
thira op r ion. Here, the private sector participant
finances, designs, builds, and operates the facility,
35
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bringing construction savings into tne transaction. The-
orivate firm realizes all the tax benefits, including the
investment tax credit (14-3). The construction savings
result from construction management experience, profit
motive, operation and maintenance expedience, anG
minimized federal and state regulatory involvement. See
Section 3.4 for further advantages. The user receives the
needed service from the private participant as owner and
operator and provides payment as a user fee to the public
agency who collects the fees and pays to the private firm
un agreed upon service fee. A twist of this option and
the more common arrangement requires the community or
public agency to repay the entire cost of the facility,
including finance costs, temporary finance costs,
construction costs, engineering costs, ana bonding ana
insurance costs over tne "life of the contract in addition
to the service fee. The cost of the facility, called the
project cost, is paid in equal annual installments and is
prearranged by contract. The facility is owned by the
private participant. Construction costs are minimized by
the private corporation's experience, profit motive,
operation and maintenance experience, and minimized
federal and state regulatory involvement. The user
receives the service from the private participant and pays
user fees to the public agency wich pays an agreed upon
service fee (22).
A finar.c.ng moGif igation that is popular is one where tne
community or puoiic agency funds oa^t of the facility with
traditional oonds while the private participant funds the remainaer.
The privately contributed funds are reccve r ed oy the private
COrparatiofl as part of the service ree cnarged to the government over
tne life of the contract. Otner aspects of the contract are similar
to the turn-key agreement option.
4. 3 Checks and Balances
As with any contract, there will be some risks involved in
privatization contracts. Privatization, as a partnership between the
puoiic and private sectors, should be a snaking of both tne benefits
and the risks. Risk management is covered in detail in Chapter V of
this report. What is important he-'e is that once the n^s nave been
divided or shared, it is in the best interests of contract parties to
ensure that the contract clauses reflect the division of risks as
agreed to, that the contract clauses covering those risks have
rewaras and penalties to help ensure compliance, and that a system of
checks is devised to ensure the participants conform with the
contract clauses.
The community or public agency should not feel that contracting
services from the private sector diminishes their control and
authority over those services. Although they may no longer be
producing the service, they a^e still providing it ana by ensuring
the contract properly meets their needs and desires, and by
developing an appropriate inspection program, the community or puoiic
aaency can still retain control over the provision of tne service.
jBgggaifctiBiMi ifckd*
The inspection program snoulc b? delineated in the contract
between me public and private sector oar; ic icants . This program
might include sucn items as independent design review, independent
construction monitoring, lndeoenaent operational audits, mceptncent
financial aucits, independent monitoring of production results,
conformance with federal and state regulations, ana consideration of
performance incentives and penalities. The contract must include the
appropriate penalties, including conversion to government ownership,
for performance failures. The facility must De aesigned ana equippea
for long-term reliability. It is important that the community or
public agency ensures that normal preventive maintenance is
performed, especially as the contract approaches its ena. Care in
contractor selection ana vigilance in writing the contract ana
supervising compliance cannot oe overemphasized.
Privatization does not relieve local officials of their
responsibility for providing their citizens with service that
complies with state anc federal regulations, protects the puoiic
health, and is not aisprooortionately costly.
4 . 4 Recuest for Proposals
The most complex task for the community desiring a privatization
contract is in organizing the ""equest for proposals '.PF D ) to be
issued to the private sector. The local community or puolic agency
requires certain guarantees and assurances from tne private
corporation in regard to continuity and quality of service. The
initial request for these guarantees and assurances is made in the
?S?. The time ana e r'fort that a community devotes to developing its
RF? will be evidenced in the quality of the proposals it receives.
«* Jllll lHl«H , II*.. .->.
In most ca^es i t is advisable to seek the assistance of a national
managemen r consulting firm with experience or <nowiecge of the
privatization concept. Tne consulting firm can assist the cornmuni
or p'jolic agency r. developing the request for proposals, in
establisning private sector corporate Qualification criteria, in
selecting the private corporation, ana in the negotiation process
with the private corporation.
Tne request for proposals s.noula oe carefully designed to give
ail prospective private corporations a basic amount of information so
that all proposed plans are founded on common criteria. The more
information that can be provided, the better the proposals received
will be. A typical RF P mignt include an introduction letter plus
sections on the owner's basic crite r ia, tne proposed wor< plan,
technical aspects, and financial aspects of the privatization project
(2-148).
Tne introduction letter, or letter of welcome, should describe
the interest tne community fias in privatization and summarize the
needs of the community as well as opportunities of tne potential
private sector participant. A brief discussion of privatization, the
methods of implementation, any options possible, financing
av angements, and benefits should also be included to educate and
possibly widen the field of potential bidders.
Section 1 mignt include pertinent current information about the
proposed project as developed from the community's feasioiiity study
o-" other preplanning information. Such criteria would include the
following [ 14-5, 15-337, 2-143):
SacKgrcuna data on :he local area including local
aemographics, economics and population t-enos
Feasibility studies conducted
General layout and drawings showing any existing
far 1 1 i ty
Specifications and design criteria
Environmental and aesthetic specifications
Acceptable technological approaches




Designer name and address, if not part of the
privatization contract
Anticipated interfaces with the community anc
regulatory bodies
Cost estimate
Section 2 mignt provide information needed by the prospect i ve
private sector participant for the development of a proposed >.cr<
plan. The purpose of this section would be to give the corporation
an understanding of the project requirements anG ailow cons ideraDle
leeway for his ingenuity and s*ill in develooing 2 preliminary wor<
plan ""or implementing tne requirements. items which might oe
included in this section are (i4-5, 15-337, 2-i49):
Construction management requirements
Operation ana maintenance management requirements
Required reporting and control systems
Required qualifications for picje-'S
Scnedule requirements
A'.;j-.: -nc control requirements
Customer, lauor ana supulie"" agreements
Regulatory matters
Required guarantees anc warranties
Governing statuses
Key contractual considerations
Methodology to resolve uiantic ipatec events
Proposed project organization
Section 2 couic further* request that the prospective private
sector participant provide the fo' lowing information as cart of its
proposal (2-143, 149):
Description of approach
Services to be provided from the nome and field offices
Proposed contract package
Preliminary equipment procurement schedule
Proposed »aiuc engineering program
Preliminary cons .ruction scheaule
Proposed organization for construction ana operation
Experience In privatization ana resumes cf *ey employees
Settlor. 3 might require information ^rorri prospective
pa 1" t i : •_. an t ~ to demonstrate tne corporation's Knowledge and ingenuity
in developing a program to implement tne stated reau ireT,ents . Key
questions should oe as<ea to determine the technical experience,
understanding, ingenuity, practicality, and technical ski 11 of tne
corporation (2-i49). Information requested might incluae:
Experience on similar projects
Current woric load
MgthOG i'5«d ror con .rel of costs
Method used for control of schedules and progress
Past recora of value engineering success
Outside consultants e>pecteo to De utilized
Quality management program
Safety urogram and record
Operation and maintenance records from previous contracts
The finai section might require the prospective private sector
participant to propose its plan for financing tne project, listing
all costs and fees. In this section the community or public agency
would give alternatives developed auring the feasibility studies and
would sta*^ any limitations. The community shoulo state its
financial condition and its willingness and ability to finance $.ny
p- _ t of -he proejct. Any restrictions to privatization would De
included in this section (2*149).
4 . > Privatization Examples
A survey of major contracting companies as designated by
Engineering New s-Recoro (34) and one major underwriter cf
privatization contracts has revealed various methods of accomplishing
this type u? contract. The results of tne survey a r e included as a
part of tnis report in Appenaix A. Several examples are provided
below to give a practical view of tne points presented in this report
It must oe pcintea out that wnile the statements for each example are
specific, in actuality the contract clauses would undoubtedly vary
from one specific project to tne ne>.t. Vost companies &re flexiDle
and will adjust their positions in orde^ to please their customers,
within reason. All comoanies unsurprisingly repc r cec that profit was
their underlying motivation for being involved in privatization, I"he
examoies f ol low.
4.5.1 Researcn Cot ~ re 1 i , Inc.
.^.esearcn Cottrell, a subsidiary of Metcalf ana EGOy, has b«
involved in privatization for approximate ly six years. Its purpose
in entering this field was purely profit motive. Presently Research
Cottrell, Inc., is involved in the privatizing o T" water systems,
wastewater systems, and refuse-to-energy system". Tne company's
primary, underwriter for these projects is Shearson Lenman American
Express, one of the growing giants in the field of finance.
Presently two projects are unGer contract, both involving wastewater
treatment. One is located at Auburn, Alaoama and tne second at
'jorco, California with a comoineo contract value of S50-60 million.
T ne company's nome offices zr^ located in Somerville, New jersey.
Research Cottrell uses a modified turn-key or fill service
agreement option as the oasis of its privatization contracts.
Financing, tenipora r y financing, construction, engineering, design,
and operation and maintenance a"e all accomplished by them as tne
owner /opera tor private participant. The modification is that the
cost for trie design and construction pnase, known Dy Research
Cottrell as tne project cost, is passed back to the community or
public agency through a series of ecual annual payments. Thus, the
public agency receives services without using its own sending
capacity. In addition to this project cost, the community or public
agency pays a service fee to reimburse the private participant,
Researcn Cottrell, for operation 2 r o maintenance cost plus profit




On privatization contracts, Research Cottrell generally states
In the contract tne service fee to be paid by the community or public
agency for the first year. A.Gdilional years have cost tied to the
Consumer Price index. Utility costs are included in the service fee
and a separate utility contract is not used. Any taxes, fees, or
leasing costs are passed to the puDlic agency as a oarz of the
service fee. Users receive the service directly from Research
Cot tre 1 1 and pay their monthly bill to the public agency which in
turn pays the service fee. The project costs and service fees are
guaranteed for the life of the contract. The community or public
agency in turn guarantees the quality and quantity of influent to be
delivered to the facility, in this case to wastewater treatment
pi ants
.
Research Cottrell guarantees site access and allows inspection
both curing construction and throughout the life of the operation and
maintenance contract. Contract clauses require facility compliance
with all federal, state, and local regulations. City inspection is
expected by the private company to insure contractor compliance.
Presently the workforce for Researcn Cottrell 's privatization
projects is nonunion. If city or county employees are aisoiaced oy
the private corporation, Researcn Cottrell 's policy is to hire these
displacec wor<ers to fill similar roles in the corporation. If an
existing union is in place, the corporation will renegotiate the
union's contract. The construction pnase, generally contracted out
by Research Cottrell, may utilize union labor as desired oy their
construction contractor.
'Upon expiration of the privatization contract, the contract may
be renewed if desired by the community or pvblic agency and if the
option to renew was included in the original contract. tf not
renewed, the facility reverts bac:< to the community or public agency
at fair .market value '22).
-.5.2 Daniel Construction Company
Daniel Construction Company, a subsidiary of the Fluor
Corporation, Irvin, California, is new to the field or privatization.
Its expressed purpose in entering this new field of construction is
an attempt to be competative with other corporations on projects for
communities with funding problems. The Daniel Construction Company
hopes that by arranging financing as part of its construction
service, it can induce communities to attempt projects they normally
would not have undertaken using traditional financing methods, and
that Daniel will be selected to perform the project. The company's
interests lie i;i both municipal power generation ana wastewater
treatment. Financing is arranged by Daniel who uses its AA credit
rating ana 53-<i billion in assets to secure and guarantee leans for
the community. Presently Daniel Construction Company is negotiating
with the community of North Little Rock, Arkansas, for the
construction of a hydroelectric plant.
Daniel Construction Company uses a modified turn-key or full
service agreement option as a basis of its privatization contracts.
Financing, temporary financing, design, engineering, construction,
operation, and maintenance are all accomplished by them as the
owner/operator private par >. .cipant . Daniel's modification, like
Research Cottrell, passes the construction costs back to the
community. The finance, design, engineering, and construction costs
i
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ar? aGded to the operation and maintenance fee to get a single
service fee. On this hydroelectric plant project, Daniel further
requires the communi ty to purchase all power produced at market value.
The contract life for this project is 15 years.
The service f ee would generally be stated in the privatization
contract for the first year. In further years the service fee would
£qual the city's debt service and cost of operation and maintenance
plus a fee or profit. Utility costs, any fees, taxes or other costs
would be included in the contract ana the cost borne by the community.
In the hydroelectric power plant project the community purchases the
product for later sale to users. Users pay the community for power
used
.
The Daniel Construction Company allows site access and
inspection by community employees throughout the life of the contract.
Monitoring by the community cr public agency is eApecteo.
The Daniel Construction Company is presently a nonunion
corporation. If city or county employees are displaced by the
private corporation, Daniel's policy is to hire these displaced
workers to fill similar roles in the corporation. If an existing
union is in place, the corporation will renegotiate the union's
contract. Construction is accomplished by Daniel's nonunion
construction forces.
Upon expiration of the privatization contract, the contract may
be renewed if desired by the community or public agency and if the
option to renew was included as an original contract clause. If not
renewed, the facility reverts back to the community at fair market
value (5).
I4.5.3 Signal ? c S C0
In the area of privatization, the leader no date has been Signal
RESCO (Refuse Energy Systems Comoany), formerly wheel abr at or -F rye, a
memoer of the Signal Group of companies. It has a major enginering
organization in the form of Rust-Kel 1 ogg , Inc. Signal RESCO
currently has full service commitment on five ^aste-to-energy
projects with a total value of $738 million. They are located in New
York (2), Maryland, Florida and Massachusetts.
Other Signal Group privatization projects include a 7500 kw
cogeneration plant in Placerita, California by Signal's
Whcelabrator-Frye and Garret Corporations, the Paraho-Ute Oil Shale
Project in Maine by Signal's Kellogg Rust Synfuels, the Northern Peat
Energy Projecs in Maine by Signal's Kellogg Rust Synfuels
(engineering and construction) and Wheelabrator Clean Fuels, Inc,
(operation), and a 2263 TPO Methanol Plant in Cabo Negro, Chile by
Signal's Wneel abratcr-Frye (finance and operation) ana Kellogg Rust
(construction). Though cancelled in 1984 due to budgetary
constraints and world-wide oil glut, Signal's Wheel abrator-Frye was
the lead member of the partnership to build a $500 million 20 V T V
coal export terminal in Staten Island, New York.
Signal's approach is to establish a single purpose subsidiary
created solely for a given project. This subsidiary may represent
one or more of the Signal companies depending on need. This
subsidiary serves as the general contractor, owner, and operating
company. Signal uses the turn-key or full service agreement option
with one significant variation. It provides construction funds for
approximately 20 perent or the capital requirement or the project
with the remaining 30 percent being funded by the traditional
IVUI I.1.",».''. I ' .I ' '.'V "-' ' ' * - ' * .*."" ' '"I'll I 1 j,, - i/'_
tax-exempt debt:. Signal's investment is recovered through operating
fees collected from the consumers. Signal guarantees the capital
cost of ihe facility, and obligates itself in its contracts to
provide unlimited additional funds necessary to complete the project
to an operational condition and to pay debt service for any unexcused
delays. A similar guarantee also covers the service oenod of the
contract
.
Signal's operating and maintenance contracts generally cover 15
to 20 years. Tax ownership of the facility during the life of the
contract resides with Signal. On a typical waste-to-energy project,
the government has an ongoing commitment to provide waste to the
project at minimum established quantities for a set tipping fee. The
electrical power or steam output generated by the facility is then
sold by Signal for its own account, with possible revenue sharing
with the government (3).
4.5.4 Bechtel
Bechtel has not to date participated on a privatization project
except as a contractor for the construction phase. They have
submitted proposals on two projects, ooe in partnership with «aste
Management, Inc. in 3roward County, Florida, and the other in
conjunction with Consumat Systems, Inc. and Sumitomo Corporation of
America in the Virgin Islands. Bechtel 's stated purpose for
developing the privatization option is so it can compete and maintain
a strong position in the waste-to-energy market, an industry where
privatization has been used most often. Bechtel 's heme offices are
in San Francisco, California.
-13
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Tne Virgin Islands project consists or two solid waste resource
recovery and desalination plants, one located on the i s 1 ana of
St. Croix, the other on the island of St. Thomas. The olants will
each produce 650,000 gpa of desalted water by burning 150 tpd of
waste. The client is the Virgin Islands' Department of Public Wcr:<s.
Total capital cost of the projects, including financing costs, is
approximately S59 million, with engineering, design, ana construction
making up about $38 million of chat figure.
To perform the project, Bechtel intends of form a joint venture
with Consumat Systems and Sumitomo Corporation of America to design,
construct, own, operate, and maintain the plants. Cons'.'mat is the
incinerator manufacturer and operator. Sumitomo, a subsidiary of
Sasakura Engineering Company, Ltd. of Osaka, Japan, is the desalting
equipment supplier. The joint venture will lump sum contract with
Bechtel to construct the planus ana provide performance guarantees
and will contract with Sonsumat to operate and maintain the
facilities over the 15 year period of the contract with the
government
.
Under this arrangement, the government will be obligated to
deliver waste to the facilities at a guaranteed level ano will agree
to purchase ootaQle water at a predetermined quantity. The tipping
fee for waste and the purchase price for water will be determined by
a cost reimbursable formula designed to compensate the contractor for
all project financing, maintenance and operating costs, and a
reasonable profit. At the end of the fifteen year operating term,
the government C3n purchase the facility from the joint venture for
fair market value or renew the service agreement.
EO r
Financing for the project is to be obtained from two sources.
Limited obligation tax-exempt industrial development oonds having a
maximum term of 15 years will be issued by the Virgin Islands Public
Works Acceleration Authority for approximately 30 percent of the
total capital cost. The joint venture will provide the remaining 20
percent. The joint venture expects to obtain their 20 percent by
means of a third party leveraged lease. During the construction
period, however, the joint venture may finance construction entirely
with short-term tax-exempt notes or tax-exempt commercial paper
issued by the Authority. Upon completion of construction and
demonstration of performance, the joint venture will transfer its
interests in the facilities to a third party lessor and will enter
into a lease back for the operating period. The lessor's equity will
be used to pay part of the short-term deDt with the balance converted
to long-term debt. As previously stated, the fee charged the
government for the services provided will cover all costs plus a
reasonable profit. Lehman 3rothers Kuhn Loeb is the financial
advisor for the joint venture (2, 8).
J. 5. 5 The Parsons Corporation
The Parsons Corporation, Pasau^na, California was a pioneer in
the field of privatization as the sole financer of a 5 mgd advanced
wastewater treatment plant for Chandler, Arizona. Parsons, ranked
fifth en ENR's 1984 Top 400 contractor list with $4.2 billion in new
contracts, is financing the project with $22.9 million in industrial
revenue bonds issued as tax-free, floating-rate securities sold to
institutional investors by £. F. Hutton and Company, Inc., and by
Chandler's financial adviser, Boetche" and Company, Inc. The 25 year
n51
-cncis, corresponding to the 25 .-ear service contract life • as
by a latter of :rea it from the 3ank of America.
The Parson's Corporation will provide engineering
construction management :n the project ,vh i 1 e its subsidiary, 3 arsons
Municipal Services, Inc., will perform the operation jnd maintenance
phase and ensure effluent quality. Another Parson's subsidiary,
Engineering-Science Cos., Arcadia, California, will do design reviews
and construction inspection. The plant is scheduled for completion
by the end of 1985. The effluent will be sold by Parsons Municipal
Services, Inc. for agricultural use. This fund plus the service fee
paid by the city covers financing, construction, operation and
maintenance, and profit (25-24, 25).
-i
. 5 Viewpoint of a Major Underwriter: Prudent i ai -:'ache Securities
As a major underwriter of construction activities,
Prudential -3ache Securities has shown a growing inte r est in the
concept of privatization, especially in the areas o( water and
wastewater facilities. It is believed that their viewpoint on the
subject of privatization is indicative of other underwriters in this
market
.
Prudenti al -Bache believes that the economic advantages of lower
initial capital costs ind controllable long term costs under
privatization are apparent, as ire the non-economic advantages such
as assured system performance. Both quantitatively and
qualitatively, municipalities can benefit from privatization.
The principal benefits are Economic. Under - privatization, a
facility could be built pn a fast track turn-key b.-sis, which would













Prudential «3acht is or she opinion that facilities: ccjIg be built en
a turn-key basis for guaranteed not-to-exceed prices «nic.n would be
less than traditional oio cased construction.
Under 3 long term service agreement, the private operator ;r the
facility would charge the mumpality a service charge basea on ceot
service and ooeration ina mai n tenance costs. Because the investment
of equity would reduce borrowing needs, the e'eot service portion of
that charge, a constant yearly amount, would be significantly lower
than that of conventional financing. The agreement would set the
first year operating cost and the conditions for adjusting this co^>t
over time. 3ecause debt service would be constant, die the operating
costs charged only for specific reasons established in the agreement,
the service charge would be control laole and predictable over time.
If these costs exceeded stipulated levels due to management
inefficiency, tne operator would aosorD those costs. In effect, the
community can be shielded from the economic consequences of bao
management. The efficiency of experienced private operation should
be reflected in lower first year costs and consequently lower futurf
payments
.
Financing for both privatization arc conventional means use the
same basic financing vehicle, the tax-exemot revenue bono. Using a
515 million system as an example, under conventional financing, the
entira construction cost would be financed by a revenue bond issue.
Construction costs, plus financing and issuance costs, would result
in a 520,300,000 issue. Assuming a 10 percent bond interest rate,
annual deot service over the 20-year contract life would be
52,227,500.
til imirfiw n—7fc tt itm ) yi A i l i l i h » i -fci .ti.^-i-
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Jncer privatization, the private owner *oulc invest - zr.z.
the project, usually 25 percent of project costs. This *cu I result
in the need r. finance only 7 5 percent ;r ^r : : -:• - ". :.".../ ng a
bond !:i,t of $14,270,000. «'itn 3 10 percent interest rate, unnuai
debt service over the 2Q~y*zr contract life would be S 1 , S7-I , COO . The
savings on this cost element 0211 have i significant, effect. In t!
example, the nearly 5700,000 in annual ;ci n gj «ouic, over the
20-year term of the debt, generate 2 savings to the community of
514 million (26-1). Witn greater investment oy the operator, tne
savings to the ectrtmunity becomes even more significant.
There are other benefits o> privatization recognizee by
Prudenti ai -Sacne. The service agreement would include performance
standards that the operator woula nave to meet. If due to oceratcr
fault the plant could not operate at stated capacity or within
required limits, the operator and not the community would be subject
to penalties or damages which resulted. Tht community is assured of
long-term guaranteed operation and performance of the facility by the
pri vate ooe*' ator
.
T^- : actual security and credit support structure of a
or ivatizaticn contract is virtually identical to that 3: 3
conventional transaction, prudenti a ; -Sac ;, e claims that market
acceptance or privatization is hign ano that project bends zan be
sold
3oth privatization and conventional financing require 1 rati
covenant by tne community, a service reserve rune tne
maintenance of a specified oeot service zo^^raqe. ratio, ana the
collection or" service tees by the community. Generally the :ebt
service coverage ratio would require that net revenues be equal
125 oercent j: ceot '.e r i i -. Tni" mo*; I : be achieved by a.ijust'i :
user charges unaer the rate covenent. The reserve fui j •.-.': la^al
one year's jr ircioal and interest, anG would be estaclisned rr - :
proceeas. (iiven these security elements, the financing /._.": oe
eligible "or bona insurance.
Prudent i al »S acne be 1 i av-?s that with ihe use or trie traditionally
accepted security and credit me en an sms, investors will view
privatization projects as simply another inv^s^ent choice. The
interest will center not on this new method of financing but rather
on traditional questions of risk. Fields sucn as waste-to-energy or
cogener.it i en, which involve new technologies, are considered as
risky, while water or wastewater privatization projects are seen as
having little risk.
Prudenti al «8ache assures its investors that the involvement of
private parties in development and operation will not dilute ultimate
puolic control over - these projects. Adequate safeguards and control
~iecnani5ms an be incorporated in financing and service agreements to
assure the proper protection of the puoiic interest in tne long term
opration of a project. Although the coinmunity woula oe relieved of
day-to-day construction and operation responsibilities, i : would not
relinguish control or its capability to protect the puoiic interest.
Enforcement would be exercised tnrougn various agreements including
the ground lease, the financing agreement, and the service agreement.
The ground lease would set site occupancy and facility construction
requirements, establish provisions related to completion anc start-up
ana p-o.:o-3 o means tor eventual community acuisiticn or tne facility,
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foreclosure nicer certain c-- r .i lj ^ i c ircu.Tistar'Ces, Finally, the
service agreement «cuid :oec!fv the Dnerator's cost mc perfcr^an
recu i '•-"•- :. , ma ;uarantees, such ^s prcGucticn rites \v;.\ ; . iarcs,
inc specify any penal ties or damages.
Fru lenti »1-Eache Securities believes that privatization ha--:- a
oo';c future and : s interested in being a part ;f this ne* •"-j: ,, <j of






.•^ I S K MANAGEMENT
5 . i I ntroauct
i
on
Risk management is define as a eompreheftsiva aooroac.n to
handling exposure Co loss. Any svent that contributes Co financial
loss of -he business venture is subject co risk management. Tne
following three steps zr? used by some companies to manage the risks
they encounter
.
•Recognize and identify the rts<s that apply to the privatization
contract. These may arise out of contract wording, site
cond 1 1 1 on s , uncertain economic future, changes in iaw, or cnanges
in consumer habits.
'Icntrol those risks once they have oesr identified. A decision
must, be made wnether to assume the ns<s, transfer the ns.<s to
anotn<jr party through some contractual agreement, or s."ia r e the
'•;s<s with another party, An alternative procedure may aiso be
developed to eliminate the risks. Other cnoices incluae
insurance against loss, self - insurance, or any action to minimize
the effect of loss.
"Develop a project-wide program of loss prevention and con~.ro].
Safety programs, Quality management, and good communication are
essential to controllino losses (I0-iS0).
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Zcu struct! on work is r i s< i ntens i ve. The possi b 1 1 v
tnroughaul! the contract life 13 real ana ~ust be thoroughly inalyzed.
[n the privatization contract:, the risks are mu 1 ~ i p 1 i ea because "
:ontract life oftsn spans a Bime period of 20 to 3C years. Foreseeing
events thai; f ar in the future is often extemely difficult. Inceeo,
the /e'-y assumptions which control led the decisions that led to the
particular privatization project may have changed drastically. Laws
change, user needs change, the economic climate changes ana maybe most
importantly, technology changes. What is state of the art today niay
De oosolete tomorrow. These risks and others must be considered when
developing the privatisation contract.
The remainder of this chapter presents financial risk factors,
seme elements of e?.cri factor, and the major requirements for a
successful privatization project. Various management strategies for
controlling the ris.<s will oe covered.
Basic economics teaches that cost plus profit must equal the
i ncome needed cr~
:
ua*Co"f P+, R = la * I
s
•••here Ca = annual capital cost
Co - annual operation and maintenance cost
P - profit
R = Debt 3 e
r
vice R e s a r v e F u n
d
1
Is = annual income from sale of any output
'when analyzing the /lability of a project, whether from the point
of view of the investor, the public, or any private sector
participant, economic projections ror each or toe vanaoles in :ne
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above equation must be determined. Potent ; >] investors must pe
satisfied that the projections of revenues are sufficient to provide
payment for debt service is *eil as operation 3,nc maintenance expenses,
The public also requires that user fees be as low as possioie. Thus
it appears that both the public as well as the private participant are
concerned with the projection. The events *hich affect these
projections are the risk elements (6-3.16).
b.2. The Risk Factors and Elements
5.2. 1 Capital Cost
The major ris.< elements *.nicn affect the capital cost of the
project are (6-3. 17 )
:
*Del ays in project completion resulting in delay in revenue
receipt and exposure to inflation.
*v,ap!k.ai cost overruns.
Additional capital investment needed after start or construction
to meet, operating performance,
legislation affecting ooeration or the facility.
"Change in use r needs or desires.
"Unexpected damage i>y natural events.
5.2.2 Operating j-.io Xai nr.er.ance Cost
The major risk elements associated with operating ana maintenance
cost are (6-3. 17):
'Excessive downtime or technical failure.
^Underestimation of labor, materials, utilities, replacement
parts, repair requirements, or transportation costi..
Changes in input composition, as in the c a.se of wastewater
treatmen t , sewerage, or refuse management.
"Increase in taxes or change in tax laws.
"Increase in insurance premiums.
'Changes in legislation.
Unexpected major damage from natural events.
"Inability to meet regulatory requirements, overcome site




The risk elements associated with project income are (5-8.13):
Changes in input composition, as in the case or wastewater
treatment, sewage treatment, or refuse management.
Qverestimation of project production.




"F 1 uc tuati ons in the price of energy.
fluctuations in the price of commodities.
Adverse changes in the financial condition of purchasers of any
commodi t i es produced .
"Changes in legislation.
Shortfalls in user neecs and therefore input quantities.
"Excessive operation and maintenance costs.
*Competi t i on
.
Changes in user habits ana needs.
Changes in the economy.
-Changes in population trends.
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5 . 3 Considerations Concerning Risk Manageme nt
[n determining their position towards risk assumDtion, the oublic
and orivate participants shouid first give consideration to the
following requirements for a privatized project (6-8. '9):
*A strong credit must in some way back the project. This credit
backing may be provided by the puolic agency involved or oy a
private participant. While trie credit may be limited to the
construction or even part of the construction rather tnan the
life of the project, optimistic financial projections alone are
not sufficient to back a project.
*Adequate capital must be available to engineer, design,
construct, and start up the facility.
*The facility must be guaranteed continuous usage over the life
of the indebtedness.
*Y ar !< e t s for any zroi^ct produced must be secured ana assured at
a price consistent with financial projections.
*The expertise of the designer and contractor should be well
established.
*There must be assurance that me facility ,vill be "eliablj,
operated and maintained over the life of the contract. Lenders
must be confident of repayment of loans.
*The revenues gained from users and sale of any by-product must
be sufficient to pay for operation and maintenance, debt service
coverage, ana any profit to the private participant.
*An adequate insurance program must oe maintained.
161
^Required permits and government approvals must oe tva ible dhen
necessary.
Compliance with local, state, anc federal regulati ist oe
assured throughout the life of the project.
5 . 4 Risk Allocation
Once the risk factors and elements have been identified, each
element must then be allocated to one party or the other, either to a
public agency or a private sector participant. Risk allocation is an
extremely important decision process anG must be completed even before
the request for proposals is made public. The decision itself often
requires an extended period of time involving public meetings,
research by committees and subcommittees, ana even puolic referendums.
In any case this decision should not be entered into lightly, without
thorough research, or without careful projection of the effects during
the intenaed life of the project (10-130).
5.4.1 Capital Cost Risk Allocation
Tne risks here concern any delay in revenue flow, timely
completion of construction ana any effects a delay might have, any
overruns which may occur, and any new legislation which may affect
either construction, production, or the life of the project.
Total public sector assumption of capital cost risks is an
extreme example or risk assumption. Total protection of investors
against this risk requires the public agency to provide guarantees
:hat project completion will oe timely, that fun as ,ir^ avai able to
cover any problems which may arise, and that ail debt service money is
available at all times. There is in this agreement total protection
»»^>^W"V"W •*mm*mmm*fmmm^*~^ ..1.1^,.. . . , in ii.~r~r~~~ . . . ..'
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r /esters against loss. Tht public agency an protect themselves
by requiring payment and performance ooncs, ensuring only competent
tractors anG engineers are hired, ana having proper insurance
covering loss.
The other extreme of risk assumption is total private assumption
of capital cost risk. Under this conaition the private participant
assumes total risk and gives a guarantee to any investors ana to the
public sector for timely delivery, proper management, and meeting
specifications. The private company's rolts may be that of investor,
builder, manager, or all of these.
A modification of total private assumption and total public
assumption is a sha-ed assumption of capital cost risk. Table 5-1
presents three scenarios for capital cost risk sharing (6-8.20). The
public agency is the arranger, the private corporation the producer.
TAB'.E 5-1. CAPITAL COST RISK SHARING
Risk assumed by:








linear scenario I, th<i public sector gu ir jn -.ees rhe tin
completion and "he total cost of construction. The Dublic agency
would protect itself with 1 i qui datad damage contract clauses .vit'n
contractors, out the risk is the public's responsibility. Fhe private
sector would guarantee cor; -mance with the plans and specifications.
The risk of new legislation i= totally a puolic sector risk in this
and al 1 scenari os
.
Scenario 2 passes all risks except new legislation to the private
sector. The private corporation would guarantee a timely delivery,
within cost, and meeting reauired specification, of the facility.
Under privatisation, the private company in this scenario *culd
finance tne entire operation ana be responsible to the public for
delivery of i working system. .All risks except any changing
legislation .vo<j!g be borne oy tne private corporation.
Under scenario 3, the private company is operating mder a fixed
once contract guaranteeing any cost overruns and conformance with
specifications. The public agency assumes the ris< of aeloy,
acceoting the cost of delayed availability of the facility and
granting time extensions to the tenrractor as ne essary.
5.4.2 Goer at i :n an d Mainten ance 3ost ^<is< ''.anagement
The risks har-i involve increases in operation anc maintenance
costs above projections which result ir, increased user costs or
increases in price of any commodity produced. For privatization
projects, tne operation and maintenance contract duration is often 15
tc 20 years long, so that extr - :are is necessary .-/hen allocat :
these a laments :f risk.
6*
7 (teal puis Tic sector assumption of operation =nd maintenance :ost
risks requires the puolic agency to operate the facility in a reliable
manner assuming ris^s such as technological changes, Changes in energy
costs, changes in legislative and environmental legislation,
competition, anc proper project management. Losses and the
i nconveri i ence of excessive downtime or maintenance oroolems woulo oe
borne by the public agency.
While the cost v.ould probably be prohibitive, total private
sector assumption of operation and maintenance cost risk is an
alternative. In this case, the private participant would engineer,
design, construct, start up, and operate the facility. This company
would be liable for any interruptions in service and any increases in
costs of operation. The private sector he-*e would even assume ris<s
over elements over which i r. had no control such as taxes, energy
costs, or changes in user naoits. One can see the cost to the public
of such risks being borne entirely by the private participant.
Mors practical is a shared assumption of operation and
maintenance cost risk. Table 5-2 presents three scenarios for
operation md maintenance cost risk sharing (5-3.22).
In the first scenario the situation exists where the public
agency hires a private corporation to nan age tne facility for a
guaranteed operating cost, plus a fee. Any charges in conditions are
horn by the public, while errors in judgment, planning, or poor
projections are the private corporation's risks.
Scenario 2 is similar to scenario 1 except that the private
sector accepts the ris<s of tax increases .v.nile tne puOlic sector
assumes the risk of insurance increases. These two elements are




'ABLE 5-2. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COST ?AS\ Sh
Risk a s s u me a o y
:






















' i< naj oe snar-o
»1° scenario 3 :he ptiOli -! sector dssuii.es the risk of
underestimation or labor, Materials, ana other operating costs, plus
utility and supply costs. This might haopen \sher^ the public agency
contracts wuh a private corporation who receives a fee for ;pe r"ating
the facility usin^ performance specifications.
fc^-^- irrfniaft r>w*i ** ' V
CHAPTER VI
~r,i MCKAY 3AY REP USE -TO-E.NERGY PROJECT
*— --
6 . 1 in troduct i on
The project consists of the facility, designee!, constructed, and
operaceu Dy '* a ste Management, Inc., under the design ana construction
contract and rhe operation ana maintenance contract; and the related
facilities, designed, constructed, and operated by the City of Tampa
or by Tampa Electric Company.
The City of Tampa oegan investigating resource recovery in 1977,
when Tampa, Plant City, Temple Terrace, and Hillsborough County formed
the Solid WdSte/Resource Recovery Management Committee by interlocal
agreement. Using local funds, the firm of Brown and Caldwell
Consulting Engineers was hired in November 1975, to assess various
solid waste disposal options and ' determine the feasibility of
resource recovery in the Tampa area. Tine conclusion of the year-long
investigation was that recovery from solio waste would oe feasible in
the Tamca area. In 1979, tne local governments received $271, GGC in
financial assistance from the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
for Resource P^cowery Project Development under the President's Urban
Policy and proceeded to investigate specific ^-ico^iry tecnnol ogies
while comparing them economically to landfill disposal over a 20-year
period, -\fter two years of technical studies, economic evaluations,
and site visits to various types of operating resource recovery
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"aci 1 i f lai , che mass ourn technology was selected as the most :t:v-:--i,
reliable, and economical. In 1981, Major Bob Martinez issues
Executive Order Numoer 31-4, effactivs June S, 1951, establishing the
McKay 3ay Per" use -t p-E:iergy Project.
While not conforming in all aspects to privatization as defined
in Chapter I of this resort, the McKay lay. nef use-to-Energy Project
Joes u t ; 1 i ze many of the beneficial qualities of this concept. Jn^
major difference is that no private sector money .-/as used to finance
the project. There were two major reasons givffi 03 Nancy McCann,
Management Analyst, McKay Bay Per" use-to-Energy Project, City of Tampa,
for not utilizing private sector funds. The primary reason was the
fear of escalating costs over the 20-year term or operation. The
second reason was the reluctance or the city to share ownership with
Waste Management, inc. Both reasons are legitimate concerns ana
address two or the risk elements of privatization projects. As with
all privatization projects, the City j: Tampa was required to balance
the ri.sks ana tne Generics. The decision in this case «as to contract
for the private provision or me service, but without the financial
participation which is normal in privatization projects.
5.2 The r a c i 1 i t v site
"he facility is located or the 15.2-acre sit-3 of tne old Tampa
incinerator, which operated between August 17, 1957, anc Decw.cer 20,
1979. T're cit> owned the site. Due to its history or use ab 3 solic
waste disposal site anc its convenient location near the downtown area
of Tampa, tne site selection generates little puniic oppositicn.
A.adi t i onai ly, access to the f ac i '. i ty f rcai ma jor roadways *as ivai 1 ao le
and lit-iie roaGwor* .*as required to improve access nr mitigate Traffic
problems. See Figure 5-1 (33-19).
.»—
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5. 3 The J aci 1 i ty
Tne facility receives ana stores sol i a waste, burns Che .vast-,
proauces steam usee to generate electricity, and recovers ferrous
metals from the residual ash for salvage. The facility is designee to
receive ana combust i,000 tons per day or process io 1 e waste generated
from residential, commercial, industrial, and governmental operations.
The mass burn technology, in *hich solid waste is received and burned
without sorting o r other pre-ccmoust i on processing, is utilized.
Raw waste is fed directly into the combustion chambers of refuse
tombustion furnaces. Each of the four combustion furnaces is designed
to handle 250 tons of solid waste oer day and may oe operated
independent ly ar the othe" furnaces. The annual capacity of the
facility is 300,000 tons. The not gases created Dy combustion pas
through bailer sections which generate steam. The steam in turn
drives a 22.2 megawatt full ccnoensing turoine jeneratcr to generate
electr ici ty, ~ost or *hich is ^oi: to the Tamo a r.lectric Company. Ihe.
residue remaining after" combustion is processed to recover ferrous
metals =no segregate "an use in road tcnstruc'-ioi .-.->,. See
Figure 6-1 ( 3 3 - A 14 )
.
$ . 4 Re 1 ated Facilities
The related facilities, ror which tne city is responsible,
include scale and computer equipment usee ror recordkeeping,
accounting
,
n id traffic f 1 ow, -ccesi anu entry roacs tc the f ac i 1 ty
site, potaole water and ;ev.er connections to tne facility icundary,

























scat ion r or handling emergency and excess tonnage, ent ;- yway ana
landscaping, ana the 69 kilovolt transmission line ana electrical
interconnection equipment usea for the transfer of electricity to
Tampa Electric Company (33-20).
--a
5 . 5 Cesign and Construction Contrac t
On August 25, 1982, the City of Tampa and Waste Management, inc.,
entered into a contractual agreement for the designing, construction,
and testing of the waste disposal project. The contract was written
with the intent that the contractor, under a separate contract, would
operate and maintain the facility following construction. Tne
contract price was estaolished at $59,852,000 on Octooer 12, 1931, and
was adjusted periodically by an amount attributable to cost escalation
cue to inflation as shown in paragraph 6.5.4. The contract type was a
fixed price with escalation due to inflation. Completion iace was
established at 1,095 days after the earlier of (1) the date the
contractor commenced on-site construction of the facility, or [2) tne
date 30 cays after receipt of the notice to proceed oy the contractor.
The notice to proceed was required within 130 aays arter the execution
of the contract (33-20).
6.5.1 Est i mated P roject Costs
The project consists of the facility and the related facilities.
The price set for the facility in the contract «as 559,352,000
escalated from October 12, 1981. An independent consulting group
estimated that $17,425,000 was necessary to provide for cost
>st -.mated the cost or tne reiatea iities :o o~ $~,G91,0C0 plus
$-166,000 for escalation. Tne tatal construction cost of the r ject
including Shg facility, related facilities, escalation allowances,
contingencies, eng meeting rees, and other costs was $35,031,000. The
city's bona resolution required the city to pay 12,023,000 cowards
the construction of the facility from sources other than the cone
prcceeas. See Taole 6-1 (33-21).
6.5.2 City Resoons ibi 1 i
i
y
The performance by the City of Tampa of its obligations under
this contract was essential to timely completion anG included (30-22):
*fhe issuance ana sale oy the city of its revenue bonds in an
amount sufficient to finance construction. This was required
within 130 days following the execution of the contract.
*The payment to the contractor of the facility price in
installments on the oasis of tne percentages of the construction
completed. Five percent retainage was maintained oy the city
until operational acceotance.
*T'm furnishing of the facility site and the laydown ana
materials staging area, including full and complete access to
to the :ontractor, its employees, agents,
x The installation of the weigh scries necessary for the
monitoring of the delivered waste to the facility.
*The construction and maintenance of an access road and entrance
to the facility site.
*The provision and maintenance of permanent itilitv transmission
systems f cr water, wastewater, and electricity up to the
boundary o'' tne facility site. Water and electricity used r :r




Inc. Contract Price 359,352,000
Related Facilities Cost 3,525,000
Escalation Allowances:
Waste Management, inc. SIC, 959, 000
Related Facilities -^66,000
Independent Engineer's Fee S 400,000
Sales Tax 250,000
Start-Up Utility Costs 275,000






The estimated total Project cost, $35,233,000,





Deposit to Construction Fund(2):
From 1933 Sond Proceeds
C ity Con tr i but ion
Interest Earnings to be deposited into
Construction Fund(3):
On Construction Fund
On Capitalized Interest Fund
On Debt Service Reserve Fund
On Surplus Reserve Fund
Deposit to Surplus Reserve Fund(l) (4)











(1) Represents construction contingencies recommended by the
Independent Consulting Engineer, to be deposited into the Surplus
Reserve Fund from 1933 3ond proceeds.
(2) Includes Project costs, sales taxes, start-up utility costs,
permits, fees, licenses and insurance, net of approximately
$13,000 rounding amount.
(3) During The 36 month construction period, investments within the
Construction Fund and the Capitalized Interest Fund are assu: ed to
earn interest at 9.35% per annum, investments in the Surplus
Reserve Fund are assumed to earn interest at 10.25% per annum, ana
investments in the Deot Service Reserve Fund are assur, ad to earn
interest at 10.35% per annum.
(4) This amount is equal to the Sural us Reserve Minimum Requirement




construction was provided >t the cost of r he contractor «h i 1
e
that used for testing and startup was provided it the cost or
the city.
The providing and maintenance of a storm drainage system up to
the bounaary of the facility site.
Simultaneously with this contract, contract with Waste
Management, Inc., for the operation and maintenance of the
facility on benalf of the city for a period of 20 years.
Deliver a notice to proceed to the contractor within 180 days of
the execution or this contract.
Simultaneous ly with this contract, enter into a written electric
contract with the contractor for the sale and purchase of
electricity between the Tampa Electric Company and Waste
Management, Inc.
*Pay for all federal, state, and local taxes including tangiole
ano intangible pe r sonal property taxes, sales, use, documentary
stamp and otner excise taxes, and ac velorem taxes relating to
the facility or facility site.
Acceptance of completed work that meets operational
specifications set forth in the specification of the contract.
*The paying j: operating fees to the contractor for start up,
testing, or interior operations while awaiting acceptance.
The cancellation of this contract for substantial, irremediable
performance shortfall, or the requirement that the contractor
pur eras- the facility.
Indemnification of the contractor from ... tl liac~ ,; ti-^, icti
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iposed by law for injury or death to persons or - property
'•esulting from the performance of this contract, or the issuance
and sale of the revenue bonds.
^Exclusion of any implied warranty not expressly agreed in the
contract
.
^Reimbursement of the contractor for costs resulting from
uncontrollable circumstances including labor, profit, materials,
and equipment.
6.5.3 C ontractor- Responsibility
The contractor's work in designing, constructing, and testing the
facility was required to be in a timely fashion and its obligations to
the city included the following (30-18):
*The commencement of on-site construction within 30 days after
receipt of the notice to proceed.
*The completion of construction prior to the passage of
1 , 095 days.
*The execution simultaneously with this contract of an operation
and maintenance contract with the city for a 20-year duration of
service, ano an electrical contract witn Tampa flectric Company
for the supply and sale of generated and consumed electricity.
r The obtaining and maintaining of ail permits, licenses, and
approvals necessary for the performance of the contract.
"The provision of all labor, construction materials, tools,
temper :.-. r y structures and utilities, and eauipment or machinery
necessary to design, construct, and test the facility.
'The construction of drainage, roads, laydewn, and staging
areas within the facility site.
«^ .. I, -I I .—
Keeping trie facility free from s 11 liens ana encumbrancas.
•Providing access to the site, the laydown one materials s ~ .3
-
j 1 n g
area, ana the facility to the City, its employees, agents,
licensees, or guests, is •<?]''• is to employees or agents or
public authorities having regulatory jurisdiction over the
facility site or the facility.
Compliance with all applicable laws, ordinances, rules,
regulations, orders, pe r Tiits, ana licenses of any puDlic
authority having jurisdiction.
*The submission of progress reports as requirea ny this contract.
Performance of ail start up requirements ana tests and
construction in accordance with contract specifications.
^Payment of performance shortfall aamages, vo 1 untary or not, for
performance which falls short of specification requirements. If
this amount were eGual or greater than Z5a> of the untunoea
facility debt, the contractor may elect to purchase the
facility.
Indemnification of t'rs owner - from all liabilities, actions,
damages, claims, demands, judgments, losses, and rees imcosed by
law for injury or- ceath to persons on property resulting :r,j.-
the oerfot nance u this contract.
exclusion of any implied warranty not expressly agrarKua." in
l n 1 .•;...
rThe furnishing ir\a maintaining of bonds ana policies of
insurance payable to the city. Payment bona was in the amount
; f S60 n i 1 1 i - m per f orman c e b en d 1 the m i n t 3 f S6C
Required insurances included worker's compensation, unemployment
fciMfc'n.L - ., .nr n".*'-' 1JL ' '
^__..
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insurance, employer's liability insurance, comorenens' /s general
insurance, comprehensive autcmooile liability insurance,
ai r crart liability insurance, umbrella liability insurance with
a limit of $50 million, builder's risk aria installation floatar
insurance, and business interruption insurance.
5.5.4 C est Escalation Due to Infla t i on
Each monthly progress payment was adjusted for inflation. The
inflation adjustment was calculated in accordance with the following
formula and the amount added to the monthly progress payment to




Inflation = SMP X — *
wPI
c








U ? 1 5 :
Taola
total monthly payment before adjustment
ncir.K of "ice and f-'elo nonmanual service component from laole
5-2 C29 -4
J
material /equipment value component from Table 6-2
field l?.'..jr cempenen-t from Table 6-2
average hourly earnings r cf enginee r ing anj areni tectur a]
services (SIC 591/ for the month of Octooer 1.981
average hourly earnings ror engineer!;, g and architectural
services (SIC S91) as published by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics for the month in question
the summation cf the percentage ; r . ire v.---, in eacn ince.x in
5-3 "or the month in question (29-5). Tne percentage in L ; csi -
7?
TABLE 5-2. ADJUSTMENT COMPONENTS
The monthly progress payments ir? composites of projected
expenditures for three components: A-Horce Office and Field Nonrrtanual
Services. 3-Material and Enuipment and C-Field Labor Costs. These
components are as follows:
Months %A aln .*>L
1- 6 23 53 19
7-12 17 62 21
13-13 16 46 23
19-24 22 25 53
25-30 21 19 60



























Metal and Metal Products
Iron and Steel
Steel Mill Products




Fabricated Structural Metal Products
Struct., Arch., Pre. Eng., Metal Prod.
Fabricated Steel Pioe and Fittings
General Puroose Machinery £ Equipment
Gate Valve, Cast Steel 5"




Electrical Equipment and Supy
























I i \ :
-«.
:
cr each index except 3 T N 7 3 ann OST *as calculated is follows:
n n 2n In
For index codes STN73 and OST, the percentage increase was
cal cu lated as to i lews
:
,-;pi = w x e„













percentage increase in index value fcr the month in question
for a particular inaex code
weight in Table 6-3 for the index code
index value for index ceoe for month or October 1931
index value for index cede fcr month in question. The sourc:
of the indexes are the U. S. Department of Labor Bureau or
Labor Statistics monthly report "Producer -'-ices arc Price
Indexes," tne U. S. Department or Laccr Bureau if ,abor
Statistics monthly r-ioorz "Employment and Earnings," the
5t.rn i^ >! Fabrication, anc from "Denmark Statistics**




.".urr--'-;:y exenange rate or 'J.
July 22, 19S2
currer.Cj exchange for month in question
a c:moos;te or hourly ^age rates including benefits for
October 12, 1931. See Table 5-4 (29-6)
a composite :r hourly > ace rates including benefits for
month in Question. See Table 6-4
TABLE 6-4. WAGE RATES INCLUDING BENEFITS
Craft
3o i lermakers
E lee trie ians














Tota 1 We iaht
(DxE)
Comoosi le
12.90 15.48 . 3/ 5.73
13.15 .72 .40 14.27 .26 3.71
12.46 .90 .35 14.21 .26 3.69
14.75 SO .30 15.35 .05 .32









•.••.- %* •-•-." «- V
6 . - . z Ri sk Shan ng rcr Construct i on
This contract divided risks between the city and the Contractor
as shov/n in table 5-5.
_
TA6U 0.5. RISK SHARING FOR CONSTRUCTION




Achievement of operation performance
new legislation
J'ne contractor guaranteed facility construction within L , 09-5 days
,
maximum cotai cao-tai cost of 559,852,000, ana certain perron-nance
levels cs concainec in the contract specifications. Whi'S ; . ie cit;
issued bonds up to the coit of the facility, averruns, except for
those due to new legislation, were agreed cc ce borne oy tne
cent .-" 2c:.zr.
6.5 Ooerat i _r jnd f ain te r area C:nt: - .ct
n irrent » ; t u the les i an •.• : . pi: ;tr :t
tamoa 3na *aste Management, Inc., on -,..~~ 5
operation am; maintenance contract by *nici '.••
Management, Inc^„ • uld coerate .-, -••,•• '







6.5.1 Oe f i n i t i ons
Ce r tain terms with specific definitions were used In this
contract ana are essential to the understanding }f the tontract.
Process ible Waste
. Solid waste provided by the city to the
contractor for tne purpose of recycling (22-8).
Net Processible Waste . Expressed in tons, the weignt of
processed waste minus the residue that remains arter processing
(32-7).
Guaranteed Weekly Delivery . During any period of seven
consecutive days, 3,000 tons of processible waste (32-6).
Guar anteed Semi-annual Delive ry. During any six-month period
from Octooer i to March 31, 73,000 tons of processible waste. During
any six-month period from April 1 to Septemoer 30, 200,000 tons of
processible waste (32-5).
Base Oper ating Fee . Set at S19.1J as of October" '.2, 1931, i n o
adjusted at the oeginning of each contract ye?r for inflation. Fnis
is the fee paid *y the city to tne contractor -"or eacy ten of not
processible waste no to 200,000 tons per year (32-2).




idjustea at the beginning of each co*itraCt year for inflation. nis
fee is paid by the city to the contra- or for each ten of ne :
processible *aste for anything ^remr than 2,0,300 ions :-.' /ear
(32-4).
Line Hour o f Maintenance. Any given hour during which any ore of
the four incinerators at tne facility is jnavai Table for ' v
processing of waste, other than unccntroT Table circumstances such ^s
acts of God, labor prcclems, change in Taws, court jctions, :e'"ec" m




- o d 1 1 c 3 b i e Line Hours or" Maintenanc e. During any calendar
quarter, 2,150 line nours of maintenance, hiq curing any contract
year, J, 240 line hours of maintenance (32-2).
• «•»
''i
5.5.2 C i ty Responsioi lilies
During tne 20-year operating period, the city is required to
assist ana cooperate in the operation and maintenance or the facility
in the following areas (32-20):
x Tne city will provide ana maintain ror the contractor full ana
complete access to the facility including the use or a paved
access roaa ana entrance.
*The city will provide and maintain tne weigh scale house system
in an efficient manner, inducing operating truck scales. The
city ,vili weigh all processible .vaste, rejected materia',
residue, ana secondary materials arid will keep daily records ror




'Tne cit> will collect ana deliver processible .vaste to tne
facility In an smcunt equal or greater than those waranteed in
the contract..
*7 e city will • )t enter into my igree:"?:U that termir.ates y~




'.: tr \c< i j pr o j'..;-: a *z tne f ae i i i ty w : ; • purcnasec; 3 ^
:'::'::'
' :r in tne elect'-- : contract.
r
~".e :i / .--ill provide ana maintain Jtilities including .vater,
.vastewaier , sna electricity up to the boundary )* tne facility
s i te. 'he :i ty »\ 1 1 fur: • ; nt • in the electr ici ty
transmission lines ..sea f :,r the transmitting of nectricity to
the city as agreed in the electric contract.
*The c"1y will maintain legal title to the facility site.
*The ctitjr will maintain storm drainage up to the boundary or the
f ac 1 1 i ty site.
*The city will deliver processiole waste to t.ne facility between
the hours of 6:00 a.m. and 7:00 o.m., with delivery on ^n
emergency basis at any time.
*The city will transport process, rejects at its cost from the
f aci 1 i ty
.
*The city can collect user fees in whatever amount ana method it
deems necessary. Operating fees ire paid for eacn ton of net
processible waste based on the base operating fee for the first
200,000 tons oer jed.r ana the excess ope r~~ting fee ror e ich ton
exceeding that amount.
*The city will reimburse the contractor for his insurance costs,
all utilities used in the operation of the facility, all state
sales ana use taxes imposed in the purchase of replacement
components of the facility.
* ! n jccoraance *ith the electric contract, tne :itv *i 1 1 pay the
:: '.•:,' 10* :f ill revenues receive bv the >. i tv *v;r t: ;
sale '' -: ectricity Generated ~y the. facility.
' i" he ci ty *i 1 1 recei ve 10% or the revenues •'--.it'"; ~ r~ \ t:ie
o* seccnc .-.Ty mater i al s , sue. is me til wu pi ass , : ' >; by
the contr »c tor
.
*The :ity c&^ collect from the
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as compared to the original specification. The contractor ,- s
also liable if it rejects processible waste not exceeding 3, COO
tons during a seven -cons jcuti ve cay oerioc or if it exceeds tine
applicaole line hours of maintenance.
*The city, if it fails to deliver processible waste in quantities
less than that guaranteed in this contract, will pay the
*The contractor .-.ill receive and ; r.c iner ate prccessi i/ i c ii5 -•'
«•
i
contractor the difference times tre base operating fee.
* T he city aarees not to seek monetary damages from the contractor
1
for breacn of this contract.
i
*The city will indemnify the contractor rrom all liabilities
imposed by law for injury or aeatn to persons or property as a
result of the contractor's acts or omissions in connection with
this contract.
'The city makes no im.pl iea warranties not expressly in this
contract
.
6.6.3 Cont ractor responsibilities
The contractor, c/aste Management, Inc., is responsible ror trie
ODe r 2tion ma maintenance of the facility. Its responsi oJJ ties
incl . :- 32-15):
rhe contractor will generate -lectr ici ty »t the faciiitj "'or
^ j i e by the city as igreeo in the ^'-::tr" : c contract. fhe
contractor ^ill receive LC* of the revenues resulting from this
sale.
= tontractcr wijl recover ?concary Tiaterials, ^::i it r.et3ls
and glass, for reuse or sale. The contractor ^ill retain ?OS
the revenues resulting from this saie.
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*The contractor will obtain and maintain in effect all permits,
licenses, and approvals necessary for the ooeration of tha
facility.
*The contractor will maintain ana repair tne facility at its cost
ana expense, including the replacement of macmnery and
equipment components. The contractor may, at irs expense, make
alterations or additions in order to improve the operation of
the facility. Alterations affecting the structure or system
design of the facility require consent of the city.
*The contractor will furnish directly all labors and materials,
including replacement equipment and machinery and tools
necessary to operate ana maintain the facility.
*The contractor will keep the facility free and clear of all
liens arising out of or in connection with the acts, cmmi ssions
,
or debts of the contractor.
*The contractor will provide reasonable access to the site to tha
city, its employees, agents, licenses, or guests, plus employees
and agents of pun lie regulatory agencies.
*The contractor has the right to consume electricity generate':; in
3un r s necessarv to operate acilitv. Tr.i acreed amount is
specified in the electric contract. If this arc;;nt is exceeded,
tne contractor wi 1 i reimburse tne city for the amount consumea.
r The contractor will not oe ocligatec to accept processible waste
in excess of either 7, COO tons in any seven-day period or
), 00 tn r per contract yezr. In oraer to ^.cz:--:. d : a i : y




ud to 22% of the wee.<ly limit in any aay, as lor. 3 as the aas'Kiy
limit is not exceeded
.
+ The contractor will not exceed the aopii cable line hours cf
maintenance, but may reject deliveries if under the applicable
line hours and if 3,000 tons of waste has already been accepted
during the past seve.i-day period.
*The contractor is responsiDle for removing all resioue resulting
from the processing of the waste at its own cost to a site
selectee by tne city.
*The contractor will be liable for energy generation inefficiency
and will reimburse the city for lost electricity revenues.
*Tne contractor agrees not to see.< monetary damages from the city
for breach of this contract.
*The contractor will indemnify the city from all liaoiiit'es
imposed by law for injury or death to persons or prooerty as a
result of tne contractor - ' s acts or omissions in connection with
this contract.
*The contractor' makes no implied warranties not expressly in this
contract.
*The contractor will -,ec^re ano maintain, at the city's cost,
.vor<er's compensation, unemployment insurance, employer's
liability insurance, comprehensive general "liability insurance,
comprehensive autcrm.>Dile liability insurance, aircraft liability
insurance, umbrella liability insurance, permanent prcnerty
insurance, no business interruption insurance.
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5.6.4 Inflation Adjustment of Operating Fees
To determine the adjustment for inflation for the base operating
fee and the excess operating fee, the dollar amounts will be adjusted
using che following equations (31-2):
Adjusted base operating fee - base operation fee X C? T -2
CTTTT




base operating ree = 519.14 as of Octooer 12, 1931.
excess operating fee = S6.2 :) as of October 12, 1931.
C?l n the Consumer Price Index for the U. S. city average, all
items--all urban wage earners and clerical workers,
punished b} the U. j. Department of Labor, Department of
.uor jv.ai.iS cs.
CPI-1 - the puoliii-.ee 2? I for the month of October, 1931, equal
to 279.7 rfith 1967 as base year equaling 100.00.
CPI-2 = the C?I for the month preceding the effective Gate of the
rate , jtal .ion or change.
If the CPI is discontinued, the contractor and the city
will mutually select another index.
5.6.5 Risk Snaring for Operation ana Maintenance
This contract divides risks between the city and the contractor
as shewn in Table 5-6.
6.7 waste M-nacement, Inc.
Waste Management, Inc., was incorporated in Delaware in 1963 and
is engaged primarily in the waste management business. Its principal
^ ,,.<W|W , . i n i ttj,w«»W|.U... i.l.M : M '"'^ !-t^M '.""»H .^I^WWW^—
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TABLE 6-5. RISK SHARING FOR OPERATION ; - iO MAINTENANCE
Risk element Risk assumed by:
City Contractor
Excessive downtime
Underestimation of labor, material requirements
Residue costs
Unavailability of solid waste
Ccmo n s 1 1 ion changes
T ncr-.ase in taxes
Increase in insurance
Leg is 1 at ion
Q ocr management
°. cicriv^ry yields
I ncrease in I M costs
Xc - shared r isk--ccntrac tor transports, city provides site
92
offices are located at 3002 Sutton f i el -ioao, (]>< SrooK, Illinois
60521.
Waste Management, Inc., provides integrated sol i a , chemical, and
low-level radioactive waste management services to commercial,
industrial, anc municipal customers. The services provided include
storage ana collection, transfer, interim processing, and disposal or
waste. Since January 1977, Waits Management , Inc., has been involved
with international projects in Riyadh and Jeddan, Saudi Arabia, Buenos
Aires and Ccrdoba, Argentina, and Caracus, Venezuela. Their reported
net inco^ for the year ending December 31, 1982, was 5106,524,000
compare- with $34,033,000 the previous ye^r. Revenues for the year
ending Oecemoer 31, 1982, were $966, 5^3,000 comoared with $772,690,000
for the prior year (33-23).
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7 . 1 Concl usi ons
Privatization is raoialy emerging as a popular means for the
financing of public works construction. Privatization in a genera!
sense is interpreted as the delivery of any service traditionally
provided by the public sector which is instead provided by the private
sector. In this report we have seen that true privatization
encompasses more than this. The privatization concept involves private
sector involvement in financing, design, construction, ownership, ana
operation and maintenance of the service facilities.
The need for privatization is real. The nation's public works
infrastructure is in a serious state of decline with many examples
existing which irfi indicative of years of neglect. Almost e K/ery type
of public wor ;<s facility is affected. Those facilities which ire
onerable ire often strained beyond capacity. The need to modernize,
repair, reo^ice, ana expand exists in almost every area of public works
and in svery area of the United States. There is constant competition
for investment dollars between the private ana public sectors, and
there has been a steady decline in investment in public facilities Dver
the past iecace. The private sector tannot be exoectea to finance the
total nationwide need, out its snare will most likely continue to
increase in the future.
Privatization has many advantages. F or* : n e pudic sector,
government, or agency, it allows the preserving of local ieot tapacity
for other essential purposes. It minimizes federal ir . state
in vol vement in local affairs. It draws upon private sector expertise
ana experience to perform planning, construction, »nd operational Sasics,
Private sector pay scales and benefits can affect anci retain ;ualified
personnel wnere the local government may not be aole -o. Th? private
sector can experience significant economies of scale n the operation
of multiple facilities. This includes the ability to share operators,
the ability to consolidate common services such as maintenance,
administration, and laboratory services, and the ability to balk orcer
certain supplies and consumable commodi ti'-s . The private sector is
able to reap tax benefits such as a 1G% investment tax credit, 5-year
depreciation or machinery ana equipment, 15-year depreciation of
structural facilities, ana the deductibility or any interest exoense.
Finally, the experience a company mig.nt nave in the ?.r~i of concern and
the profit incentive which accompanies efficient ownership and
Deration would create better management, lowet prices, ana better
service than a public sector - counterpart.
Of the notions available for structuring the privatization
transaction, including sale/leaseback , sale rfith »n operating contract,
cr the tarn -key full service agreement, the most commonly use«l
arrangement appears to be a modification of the turn-key full service
arrangement. The modification is that the owner iperat r private
participant's ownership snare is less than 100*. Fhe public and
private participants divide the initial investment. There appears to
be a reluctance on the part or local governments to agree to total
DD.ii-^ :-.'.. r j..nership. The -"- .- IS '." jt -;; " . '' ' ': n r i 3
5 e r i c e 5 Co the private s e c : or- , :.v nun . i p i ! i : . • •
control ana authority G';~r tnose services. This rear tar
accommodated by ar, inspection program and a comprehensive series
safeguards included in the contractual agreement.
The survey or major contractors had liiniteo r rise. ' noral,
r'avoraole responses indicated that corporations are interested
privatization as a means or' generating contracts with ;orr/r.uni t ies r
government agencies wno *ould otherwise not be able to funa the
projects. Whiie profit motive i c the primary notivatior for • ' ring
the field of privatization, full employment pf otherwise li *crx
forces, ana entry into new fields of construction ,.••-'--- 1 1 so renticned.
The Arthur Young method for the implementation or privatization is
a very comprehensive ^no effective means of developing a privatization
n » q i pi~ t Its s t e " s of """^ ]i ,r; analysis d e v e 1 c— e n t z~ l ! t a r r. a t i v e
s
vendor procurement, ana implementation process ensure control over the
entire life or" the contract. Whatever methoG is use 1-:, control is
a^ :^ n : i
a
' to ensure that the necessary ma ;--• :
to the public. Above all, the local government ;- i inc> rust real
that it is still providing the service, whether ;r not ^ r " 'irectl v
producing it, 2nd as such is totally responsible to the puolic for :
quality ana availability or" the service.
This report was presented as in overview or privatization mc : ;




i on concept. Because privatiza'
::'•!' •.:..'•:. '
.
"interested corrr.unities ;n uld ;»»'< '.' . . ;i '
privatization consultant at the conceptual .:.:>. :•
relative newness .,' this concept, a ccr i'l! -.• i ' .:
that pr per decisions are made jnd options ;••' -•••i.
"The rcnur ' ' > sh< . 1 ! :hoose '. he or i vat izat 1 n co:
to its • . rhis nust be on a :;•-:,-- : .....
-
I ! ice to f i t an ol c pro ; to a new need
.
* a :•'. i ;
'
•. risk ana 1 >s is shou 1 ci be r.Gucted to *•* i 'in
icjainst the disadvantages and to :•-;•. v *hi ch r i •
borne by the c "muni ty, •' ; :n " -Id be :orr;e bj. ;
.ector, »nd which should be shared.





: . m i.'i ' tv .no j c ca*.e great care : n pr . ir i ny i
: r . ' t :•'-•- ;ual i ty b i ds »no r.oa: tn\ : ••'
»I f fur -] ing is r.ot ; prob lii'n, privatizati :ignt no
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NOTE: Blank in "response received" column indicates no response.
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